Cumbria

The economic potential of the low
carbon and environmental goods
and services (LCEGS) sector.

The low carbon and environmental goods and services
(LCEGS) sector, also known as green or cleantech
industries, has traditionally been difficult to define.
The definition used in this briefing report intends
to capture all economic activity across all sectors
and supply chains that deal with all environmental
issues ranging from traditional pollution clean-up to
renewable energy to complex, emerging low carbon
solutions. It uses the official BIS definition, which is
designed to address the gap in the current Standard
Industry Classification (SIC). It does not include the
economic gains from businesses improving their
resource and energy efficiency.

“According to the CBI in
2014–15 the LCEGS sector
is expected to roughly halve
the UK’s trade deficit.”
The CBI

This report shows that whilst Cumbria
has a small share of the English
LCEGS market, it is punching above
its weight in terms of LCEGS sales per
head of population when compared
to the UK average. The county is
comparatively strong in terms of
renewable energy (in particular wind)
in comparison to other areas, with
2% of English renewable energy sales
taking place in Cumbria.
The nuclear decommissioning
community based around Sellafield
and the west coast is a real asset
to Cumbria. Whilst some of the
companies operate solely to
service the nuclear industry, some
are regional offices of national
and international engineering and
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consulting businesses with wider
interests in the low carbon, energy
and environmental markets.
The LCEGS sector in Cumbria could
help drive economic growth across
the county. There is a £3.4 trillion
global market opportunity,
maintaining annual growth rates
of approximately 5% throughout the
recession, which can be accessed by
Cumbrian companies. In addition,
consideration of environmental
sustainability will make our economy
more resilient and able to respond to
change. It can also reduce business
and organisational costs, making the
county’s economy more competitive
and underpinning economic growth.

Low carbon and environmental goods
and services (LCEGS) sector definition

In the strictest sense it is not a ‘sector’ but a flexible
construct or ‘umbrella’ term for capturing disparate low
carbon, environmental and renewable energy activities
spread across many existing sectors such as transport,
construction, energy. The current definition includes
2,800 product and service activities that derive from
sector supply chain and value chain activities.
These are sub-divided into three broad categories (Level
1 sub-sectors) – Environmental, Renewable Energy
and Low Carbon, which are further defined using 24
categories (Level 2 sub-sectors) as shown in the table
below. This is the same definition used by the UK
Government to analyse the sector. The analysis for this
report uses the Level 2 sub-sectors.

Level 0

Low carbon and environmental goods and services (LCEGS)

Level 1

environmental

renewable energy

low carbon

Level 2

air pollution

biomass

additional energy sources

contaminated land

geothermal

alternative fuel/vehicle

energy management

hydro

alternative fuels

environmental consultancy

photovoltaic

building technologies

environmental monitoring

wave and tidal

carbon capture and storage

marine pollution control

wind

carbon finance

noise and vibration control

renewable consulting

nuclear power

recovery and recycling
waste management
Water supply and
waste water treatment
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KEY FACTS
Total global sales for the LCEGS sector in 2011/12
was £3.4 trillion, a 3.8% increase from the previous year.
The UK sales were £128.1 bn, a 4.8% annual increase.

1.	Cumbria is performing above its weight in terms of
LCEGS sales per head of population (£2,300 LCEGS
sales in 11/12 per head of capita) when compared to
the UK average (£1,960 LCEGS sales in 2011/2012 per
head of capita)

2.

The size of the LCEGS sector in Cumbria (2011/12)

3.	The sector’s sales growth rates in Cumbria
outperformed the UK economy throughout the
recession and it is predicted to continue to grow

4. LCEGS sector sales across Cumbria are split across
the three Level 1 sub-sectors with renewable energy
being the best performing

Total sales
Number of companies
Number of staff

62%
26%
12%

Cumbria LCEGS sector growth rate aggregated for
Level 2 sub-sectors (sales)

£1.1bn
400
8,100

Renewable energy
Low carbon
Environmental

LCEGS sector Level 1 sales £m (2011/12)
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Renewable energy

Low carbon
Sector

Environmental

2011–12 Cumbria
LCEGS sales
£1.1bn

5.

A significant proportion (40%) of activity in the 		
sector is in higher value-added activity

34%
4%
2%

7.
	

in manufacturing
in R&D activity
in engineering services

Cumbria has comparative strengths in the
following areas:

		Wind: supply chain companies, significant players
(e.g. Dong Energy) and companies supporting
community-owned renewable energy schemes
(e.g. Energy4All)
Building technologies: energy efficiency products
for homes, commercial buildings and industry

6. Exports are growing

Cumbria’s LCEGS exports grew by 2.5% between 2010/11
and 2011/12 to £112 million
The main exporting sub-sector is wind
(60% of all exports)

8.

The nuclear decommissioning community is a real 		
asset to Cumbria

The nuclear industry in Cumbria is a key regional asset
and many of the companies active in nuclear also have
capabilities and interests in other LCEGS markets, for
example renewable energy
Cumbria has a number of national and international
engineering and consultancy firms, owing to the Sellafield
decommissioning project, mostly based in and around
West Cumbria

	There are a number of LCEGS markets in the
renewable energy sub-sector that are smaller in size
than wind and building technologies but are also
predicted to have some of the highest growth rates
of the Level 2 sub-sectors:

Biomass (£9 million sales 2011/12)

Geothermal (£14 million sales 2011/12)

Photovoltaic (9 million sales 2011/12)
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In terms of LCEGS sales per head of population,
Cumbria (£2,300 LCEGS sales in 2011/12 per head of
capita) is performing above the UK average (£1,960
LCEGS sales in 2011/12 per head of capita).

LEP area by LCEGS sector sales (2011/12)

Cumbria accounts
for approximately
1% of all LEP area
LCEGS sales in
England
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overview of the LCEGS sector in Cumbria

Alternative Fuels and Alternative Fuel Vehicles comprise
a high proportion of low value-added activities that
encompass the distribution, wholesale and retail of fuels
Nuclear power is much lower than might be expected,
given the presence of the Sellafield site in West Cumbria.
The definition of the nuclear power sub-sector used in the
statistical data explains this issue as it includes all activities
that relate to the generation of nuclear power, however
excludes the decommissioning of nuclear sites (the main
activity at Sellafield)

Cumbria has comparative strengths in Wind and Building
Technologies
Biomass, Geothermal and Photovoltaic are also predicted
to have some of the highest growth rates of the Level 2
sub-sectors

Summary of the Level 2 LCEGS sub-sectors in Cumbria (2011/12)

Sales £m

Companies
665.2

Wind

197

106.4

Building Technologies

97.1

Alternative Fuel Vehicle

Employment
4774

42

726

41

730

Recovery and Recycling

50.8

Alternative Fuels

44.3

16

317

Water Supply and Waste Water Treatment

36.6

15

276

Energy Management

19.9

24

3

330

68

Water Management

19.2

9

148

Geothermal

14.4

10

150

Additional Energy Sources

11.9

5

80

Contaminated Land

10.8

3

52

Nuclear Power

9.9

8

102

Biomass

9.4

6

99

Air Pollution

8.9

5

77

Photovoltaic

8.6

4

74

7

3

55

Carbon Capture and Storage

6.1

1

29

Renewable Energy General Consultancy

3.7

2

44

Hyrdo

2.9

1

24

Environmental Consultancy and Related Services

Carbon Finance

1.8

0

10

Noise and Vibration Control

1.3

0

8

Marine Pollution Control

1.3

0

7

Environmental Monitoring, Instrumentation & Analysis

0.9

0

4

Wave and Tidal

0.6

0

7
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LEVEL 2 SUB-SECTOR ANALYSIS

Renewable energy

Low carbon

The wind sector can be considered the most important
element of the renewable energy sub-sector in Cumbria
based on sales, accounting for 94% of Renewable
Energy sales.

Building technologies can be considered the most
important element of the low carbon sub-sector in
Cumbria based on sales, with energy management,
additional energy sources and nuclear power
following behind.

Wind is also the most dominant sector overall, accounting
for 60% of Cumbria’s LCEGS sales.

Renewable energy sales 2011–12 in £m

Low carbon sales 2011–12 in £m
(excluding alternative fuel vehicles
and alternative fuels sub-sectors)
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Wave and tidal

3
Hydro

4
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general consultancy

9
Photovoltic

9
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Geothermal

0

Wind

14

12

6

2
Carbon finance

100

Carbon capture
and storage

20

400 LCEGS businesses
in Cumbria employing
8,100 people

Environmental

Activity type

The recovery and recycling and waste management
sub-sectors, presented as two sub-sectors but in reality
one industry, and water supply and waste water treatment
are the most important environmental sub-sectors based
on sales.

This graph splits the whole LCEGS sector across different
activity types and shows how much activity can be
considered to be in higher value-added activity areas such
as manufacturing, engineering services and research and
development (R&D).

The environmental sub-sector is predicted to have some
of the lowest growth rates as it is dominated by highly
regulated industries. Growth in these industries may be:
•

restricted/forced/controlled by regulators
or government policies and regulations

•

low, owing to the fact that much work has already
been undertaken in their market in the UK; or

•

dependent on growth in other industry sectors

In addition, owing to Cumbria’s geography, activities in this
sub-sector are often difficult to export outside the county.

Environmental sales 2011–12 in £m

LCEGS sales by activity type
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Growth potential
LCEGS sales in Cumbria grew by 6% in 2011/12 from
£1.072bn to £1.138bn. However, there was almost no
growth in staff numbers.
The rate of sales growth varies between the different
sub-sectors. In general the renewable energy and low
carbon sub-sectors are the fastest growing with more
steady growth rates in the environmental sector. The
following table shows how sales growth varies between
the sub-sectors.

Although wave and tidal and carbon finance have high
predicted growth, they are comparatively very small
sub-sectors in Cumbria.
Alternative fuels and alternative fuel vehicle are not
considered priorities despite their high growth rates
as they are low value activity sub-sectors.

Growth rates of Level 2 sub-sectors

Growth rate %

Growth rate %
2011/12*

2012/13**

2013/14**

2011/12*

2012/13**

2013/14**

Environmental

Renewable energy
Biomass

5.5

5.5

5.9

Air pollution

2.0

2.2

2.2

Geothermal

6.1

6.5

6.8

2.8

2.8

2.9

Hydro

3.2

3.5

3.5

Contaminated land
reclamation and
remediation

Photovoltaic

7.1

7.1

7.3

4

3.8

3.7

Renewable
energy general
consultancy

Environmental
consultancy and
related services

2.9

2.7

3.2

3.3

3.3

3.5

Wave and tidal

6

6.5

6.1

Environmental
monitoring,
instrumentation
and analysis

Wind

8

7

8.7

Marine pollution
control

3.7

3.5

3.7

Additional energy
sources

4.4

4.3

3.8

3.6

Noise and
vibration control

4.2

4.4

Alternative fuel
vehicle

3.7

3.9

3.9

Recovery and
recycling

3.7

3.9

4.4

Alternative fuels

5.9

6.9

6.2

3.2

2.9

3.3

Building
technologies

5.5

5.3

5.5

Waste
management

Carbon capture
and storage

3.3

3.2

3.6

Water supply
and waste water
treatment

1.9

1.9

2

Carbon finance

6.9

8.9

7.4

Energy
management

3.5

3.8

3.9

Nuclear power

1.9

2.1

2.4

Low carbon
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*actual
**predicted

Wind

Wave and Tidal

Renewable Energy General Consultancy

Photovoltaic

Low carbon

Hydro

Geothermal

Biomass

Energy Management

Carbon Finance

Carbon Capture and Storage

Building Technologies

Nuclear Power

Renewables

Alternative Fuels

Alternative Fuel Vehicle

Additional Energy Sources

Water Supply and Waste Water Treatment

Waste Management

Recovery and Recycling

Noise and Vibration Control

Marine Pollution Control

Environmental Monitoring, Instrumentation and Analysis

Environmental Consultancy and Related Services

Contaminated Land Reclamation and Remediation

Air Pollution

Growth Variance: Cumbria vs. UK % (2011/12)

The graph below shows how the growth rates in Cumbria
compares to the UK in each Level 2 sub-sector. Those
above the line are performing better in Cumbria than
the national average.

6% Sales growth
rate of LCEGS
sector in Cumbria
in 2011/12

Comparison of Cumbria and UK growth rates
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Level 2 sub-sector
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In-depth analysis oF Cumbria’s
COMPARATIVE STRENGTHS
This section uses the data to provide an in-depth
analysis of the comparative strengths in Cumbria’s
LCEGS sector. It provides an insight into the
characteristics of the sector and informs the
recommendations for developing the sector.

		

Wind

Wind is the largest of Cumbria’s LCEGS
sub-sectors, accounting for 94% of all
Cumbria’s renewable energy sales in
2011/12.

The county also has experience
of delivering community-owned
renewable energy schemes, e.g.
Energy4All Limited.

Key wind companies based in Cumbria
e.g. Dong Energy, are complemented
by companies involved in the wind
supply chain (especially offshore
wind), for example those businesses
manufacturing underwater tools and
cabling for the wind industry.

Cumbria has considerable competition
for the large prize of involvement
in the Round 3 offshore wind farm
development in the Irish Sea, and will
need to consider how best to take
advantage of this opportunity.

The wind energy sub-sector includes
all activities that convert wind power
into usable energy. This includes wind
farm systems, large and small wind
turbines. The sub-sector is divided by
size of turbine rather than location
(onshore and offshore) because it is
easier to differentiate and map supply
chain activities in this way. It includes:
Large wind turbines
Small wind turbines
Wind farm systems

Wind activity type (% of sales)
Consulting
1
Services 1

Maintenance
21

Supply 30

Manufacturing
47
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Market drivers
Renewable energy targets at a UK and EU level. The
UK has a target for 20% of all energy to be supplied
by renewable sources by 2020. Wind and in particular
offshore wind is likely to make the largest contribution to
renewable electricity.
Renewable Obligation Certificates

Total sales 
Number of companies
Number of staff

£665m
197
4,774

		

Building technologies

There is a sizable building
technology sub-sector active in
Cumbria, comprising of SMEs and
larger businesses.
The sub-sector includes mainstream
building materials and systems that
contribute to reduced energy use
and to lowering the carbon footprint
of buildings.

It includes:

There are several Cumbria based
companies that have been approved
as Green Deal Installers for:

Doors
Insulation and heat retention
materials
Monitoring and control systems
Windows

Air source heat pumps
Boilers (biomass and gas fired
condensing)
External wall insulation
Ground source heat pumps
Photovoltaics
Solar water heating

Building technology activity type (% of sales)

Installation
20

Software
1

Supply
38

Manufacturing
26

R&D 15

		

Market drivers
Green Deal and ECO
Increasing cost of energy for businesses and households
Volatility of energy prices making it difficult for
business to plan
Building regulations for new builds

Total sales 
Number of companies 
Number of staff

£106m
41
726

Nuclear Decommissioning

Whilst some of the nuclear
decommissioning companies based
around Sellafield and West Cumbria
operate solely to service the nuclear
industry, some businesses are regional
offices of national and international
engineering and consulting businesses
with wider interests in the low carbon,
energy and environmental markets.
Sales, companies and employment
have not been calculated as part of
this analysis as the BIS definition of
the nuclear power sub-sector used
in this statistical analysis excludes
decommissioning of nuclear sites
(although this definition may be
revised in future).

However, due to the strategic
importance of nuclear
decommissioning to Cumbria,
empirical analysis has been carried
out to estimate the size of the nuclear
decommissioning community. Over
60 companies operating in nuclear
decommissioning were identified,
with others potentially categorised
under other LCEGS markets such
as land reclamation and waste
management. These include
approximately 25 companies local to
Cumbria (based in West Cumbria and
elsewhere in the county).

In addition, data from the Nuclear
Decommissioning Authority (NDA)1
shows that the expenditure on supply
chain of Site Licence Companies
(SLCs), including Sellafield, in
2011/12 was £1.6bn, a 15% increase
in supply chain spend from 2010/11.
Approximately 14% of this spend
(£225m) was with small to medium
enterprises (SMEs).
Over £980m of this spend was by
Sellafield, 64% of which was with their
top 20 suppliers including Cumbria
based Shepley Engineers.
This sub-sector includes:
Engineering and consulting
Waste management
Design
Safety equipment

Market drivers
Potential new nuclear build within Cumbria
NDA Supply Chain Procurement Action Plan specifies a set
target for total spend with SMEs across the NDA Estate
(including Sellafield) to be at or beyond 20% by March
2015

Supply Chain Development Statistics. Analysis and
Summary of Findings 2011/12 (Jan 2013), Nuclear
Decommissioning Authority (NDA)

1
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Photovoltaic

Photovoltaic activity type (% of sales)

The photovoltaic sub-sector includes all activities that
help to convert solar radiation into usable energy.

R&D
2
Manufacturing
37

Market drivers
Feed in Tariffs (FiTs)
Increasing cost of energy to business and households

Total sales 
Number of companies
Number of staff

Installation 19

£7m
3
55
Supply
42

		

Biomass

Biomass activity type (% of sales)

The biomass sub-sector includes all activities that
convert biomass into energy but excludes biomass
materials (which are counted under the alternative
fuels sub-sector).

Engineering
Services
1
Installation
2

Market drivers

Software
7

Consulting
1

Manufacturing
37

Renewable heat incentive (RHI)
Increasing cost of energy to business and households
Income stream for woodland owners

Total sales 
Number of companies
Number of staff

		

£9m
4
74

Geothermal

Supply
41

Geothermal activity type (% of sales)

The geothermal sub-sector includes all activities
relating to the extraction and use of heat generated
from the earth.

R&D 1

Installation
3

Market drivers
Renewable heat incentive (RHI)
Increasing cost of energy to business and households

Total sales 
Number of companies
Number of staff

Engineering
Services
1
Consulting
1

Manufacturing
36

£10m
8
102

Services
36
Supply
45
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Services
4

case studies
These company case studies provide an
illustration of how three Cumbrian companies
are taking advantage of LCEGS markets.

		
		

Renewable Energy & Environmental:
Hydro, Water and Wastewater

Gilbert Gilkes & Gordon Ltd is an internationally
established manufacturing and consulting company, based
in Kendal, Cumbria. Formed in 1853, the company today
employs over 230 people in Cumbria and at two service
and refurbishment centres in Scotland.
Gilkes supplies hydroelectric turbines and pumps
internationally and has subsidiaries including Gilkes Inc,
Gilkes Japan and Gilkes Energy. Since the company’s first
hydro turbine installation in 1856, Gilkes has supplied over
6600 turbines for more than 80 countries.
Gilkes Energy Ltd was established in 2008 in order to help
its clients develop and finance hydropower projects. It
does this through Joint Ventures with landowners.
Gilkes is the leading hydroelectric turbine manufacturer in
the UK for projects up to 20MW. Gilkes was the inventor
of the ‘Turgo Impulse Turbine’ and today sells turbines
falling into one of three design categories: Francis, Turgo
and Pelton turbines. Each design has performance or
maintenance properties suited to different hydro scales
and market applications, including energy dissipation, flow
control and power recovery in the water industry. Gilkes
also manufactures and supplies a range of sophisticated
pumps for the cooling of diesel engines and plant and
produces pumping solutions for the lubrication of oil,
gas and steam turbines and supplies a range of industrial
pumps for virtually any application.

Gilkes provides consulting services including:
Design
Installation
Commissioning
Testing
Routine service and plant upgrade including upgrade to
SCADA systems remote monitoring
Gilkes Energy offers services including:
Project feasibility (technical and economic)
Project financing and investment
Project management
Gilkes was awarded ‘Hydropower Project of the Year
2012’ by the Renewable Energy World Network. The
company is also an official supplier to HM The Queen (for
Balmoral) and winner of the Queen’s award for Enterprise:
International Trade, 2010.
The Ederline Hydro Project: A 1.7MW storage scheme
located on the southern banks of Loch Awe, Ford, Argyll.
It is a Joint Venture between Gilkes Energy and the
landowning family.
Bart Lake, Alaska: With a bespoke, vertical 6 Jet Pelton
turbine design and an energy output capability of 15.4
MW, this is one of the largest machines manufactured and
commissioned in the company’s history. The renewable
electricity produced is transferred to the national grid
by a 3.5 mile overhead cable over rough terrain.
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Nuclear power

Established in 2007, Eden Nuclear and Environment
are specialists in the provision of radioactive waste
management consultancy. Working with a range of
stakeholders across the industry, Eden Nuclear and
Environment aims to provide safe, sustainable and
economically achievable solutions for radioactive waste
management and disposal.
Eden Nuclear and Environment have a team of specialists
that works with a range of clients and stakeholders across
the industry including:
Operational and decommissioning nuclear sites
New build nuclear utilities
Radioactive waste disposal site operators
Regulators
Government organisations and
International advisory bodies

In 2011, Eden Nuclear and Environment provided support
to another regional company – LLW Repository Ltd who
manage and operate the Low Level Waste Repository on
behalf of the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority. The
repository, located in Cumbria, is the UK’s primary facility
for the disposal of low level radioactive waste (LLW).
Support to LLW Repository Ltd included technical
assistance to help develop and submit an Environmental
Safety Case (ESC) to the Environment Agency (EA).
“Eden works for a number of key local clients including
Sellafield Ltd, where we have assisted in contaminated
land and waste disposal issues”.
–Andy Baker, Managing Director

Recent clients include:
URENCO UK Ltd
Nuclear Decommissioning Authority
Energy Solutions (EU) Ltd

			
			

Renewable energy & environmental, wind, hydro, marine,
biomass and photovoltaic, water and wastewater

Based in Barrow-in-Furness, Agrilek was established
in 1983 as a traditional electrical engineering company
servicing Cumbria’s shipbuilding industries.
Following the acquisition of Agrilek in 2009 by the
Freedom Group, Freedom Agrilek have continued to
expand and diversified its operations to service the UK’s
growing demand for onshore and offshore renewable
energy projects. As one of the founding members of
Renewables UK, the company has been a key player in the
renewables sector servicing a range of renewable energy
markets for many years.
Today, Freedom Agrilek specialises in the provision of a full
range of High Voltage (HV) electrical services from design,
through to construction and Operations & Maintenance
(O&M) to decommissioning. In addition they can provide
electrical control and instrumentation, fabrication (steel
and pipework) and mechanical engineering services.
Freedom Agrilek works across the UK and Ireland to
provide a range of services including:
Design and build of electrical power systems, up to 132kV
Contestable works
Connection design & negotiations with Distribution
Network Operators (DNOs)
Consultancy and design services
Testing and commissioning
Mechanical and Electrical (M&E) installation,
assembly & erection of turbines
Operation and maintenance of Medium Voltage
(MV) systems
Offshore cable connection services
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Located 10km off Barrow in Furness in the Irish Sea,
Ormonde wind farm consists of thirty 5MW turbines and
an offshore electrical substation. Freedom Agrilek was
contracted to carry out:
Construction and installation of the offshore substation as
well as completion of the switchgear commissioning and
terminations (Client: Areva)
Platform/ turbine works to carry out remedial works on
the turbines and substations, refuelling operations and
very low frequency (VLF) testing of the turbines from the
substations (Client: Vattenfall)
Turbine Commissioning for all the turbines including
assistance in the first servicing of the turbines (Client:
REpower)
Freedom Agrilek continues to provide support services to
the client, Vattenfall, having recently won the on-going HV
maintenance contract for the wind farm for the next five
years.
“Freedom Agrilek continues to invest in and develop
its core activities to suit the growing demands of the
renewable energy sector; we continue to expand our
skilled workforce to facilitate cradle to grave HV
electrical and support service offering.”
– Andrew Smith, Business Development Manager

recommendations
The LCEGS sector has the potential to drive economic
growth across Cumbria. Support from the Cumbria
Local Enterprise Partnership could harness this
potential and maximise the impact.

These recommendations are a series of actions that could
be undertaken to support growth in the LCEGS sector:
1.	Support growth markets in the LCEGS sector where
Cumbria has existing comparative strengths
Cumbria has comparative strengths in the following
markets:
Wind (£665 million sales in 2011/12)
Building technologies (£106 million sales in 2011/12)
These are both areas of predicted growth in Cumbria
and where the UK and global markets are also expected to
grow.

Wind
There is an opportunity for Cumbrian businesses in the
wind sector to engage in Round 3 offshore wind farm
development. The ‘Celtic array’ Round 3 wind farm zone
is located in the Irish Sea and is the largest concentration
of offshore wind off the west coast of the UK. Cumbrian
companies already have experience of supporting offshore
wind farm development, operation and maintenance, but
will encounter considerable competition for the large
prize of involvement in the Round 3 offshore wind farm
development in the Irish Sea.

Building technologies
There are local market opportunities in Cumbria in
relation to building technologies. The Green Deal, ECO
and future EU Structural and Investment Funds have the
potential to boost the market for building technology
companies in Cumbria.

Example of how this could be delivered
Cumbria could invest time in building an alliance with
Liverpool City Region, Belfast and North Wales and their
respective ports in order to offer a combined approach to
the developer (Dong energy) for the Round 3 Zone. The
amount of potential work is huge and a combined offer,
utilising the resources of multiple ports may be attractive
to the developer in order to maximise productivity during
the seasonal window for offshore wind farm construction.

Example of how this could be delivered
The public sector in Cumbria could provide leadership,
both by improving the energy performance of buildings
across their own estate and promoting opportunities such
as the Green Deal and ECO. Combined with appropriate
use of procurement to encourage growth of the local
supply chain this could be a win-win for Cumbria,
whereby carbon emissions are reduced and the local
economy also benefits.
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2.

Support the nuclear decommissioning community

Empirical analysis identified 60 companies operating
in nuclear decommissioning in Cumbria, with others
potentially categorised under other LCEGS markets such
as land reclamation and waste management. These include
approximately 25 companies local to Cumbria (with head
offices in West Cumbria and elsewhere in the county) who
are well positioned to export their expertise outside the
county and access future opportunities.
The realisation of new build nuclear power in Cumbria
would create inward investment opportunities, certainly
for the design and construction phases of such investment
in power – which the indigenous nuclear decommissioning
community could capitalise on and also be an attractor to
new entrants to Cumbria.

Example of how this could be delivered
One way of capitalising on this asset might be to
encourage these businesses with wider LCEGS interests
to invest in Cumbria as a base for development and
delivery of these services, in tandem with support for
the development of Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Maths (STEM) skills in Cumbria.
The Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (NDA) published
their SME Procurement Action Plan, which targets 17%
of NDA estate’s spend with SMEs by March 2014, rising
to 20% of spend with SMEs by March 20151. There is
potentially a role for the Cumbria LEP and stakeholders
to influence Cumbria based NDA sites (Sellafield and
Low Level Waste (LLW) Repository) to useappropriate
use of procurement to encourage growth of the local
supply chain.

1

NDA Supply Chain SME Procurement Action Plan (January 2013),
Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (NDA)

3.	Support LCEGS sub-sectors with comparative
strengths in Cumbria to grow
There are a number of LCEGS markets in Cumbria that are
smaller in size than wind and building technologies but are
also predicted to have some of the highest growth rates
of the Level 2 sub-sectors (e.g. biomass, geothermal and
photovoltaic).
Research and development is one of the ways to develop
sub-sectors to be areas of comparative strength for
Cumbria in the future. R&D is identified as a high value
activity type for businesses in the LCEGS sector, however
only accounts for 4% of activity in the sector in Cumbria.
There is negligible R&D activity within the renewable
energy sub-sector.

Example of how this could be delivered
Cumbria is home to university-led R&D and innovation
programmes (e.g. Innovus) and world class test facilities
(e.g. Renewable Energy Test and Education Centre).
Cumbria could promote these facilities and the wider
Business Innovation Zone to help support the growth
of this higher value-added activity.

R&D needs to be encouraged to create future growth
opportunities. Supporting businesses to engage in this
activity has the potential to drive innovation and create
new companies in the sector.

4.	Work with growth LCEGS companies and companies
that want to diversify
Sales in the LCEGS sector as a whole is expected to
grow between 2.4% and 8% by 2014/15 based on current
projections. Therefore it is recommended that business
support is made available to businesses in any of the 24
Level 2 sub-sectors, or to those businesses wanting to
diversify into the LCEGS sector.
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Example of how this could be delivered
The Cumbria LEP business plan recognises the value of
business support, in particular to SMEs which is currently
facilitated through several routes in Cumbria (e.g. the
Cumbria Business Growth Hub and Britain’s Energy
Coast).

the researchers and esta

About the Researchers

About ESTA

This briefing report is based on research commissioned by
the ESTA project and produced by kMatrix Data Services
and Gyron LLP. The data used for the research is based
upon kMatrix’s work for UK Government, UK regions and
UK Investors. This data has been used extensively since
2007/08 as part of the UK Low Carbon and Green Job
agendas and has been reported annually by BIS since
2008/09 as the Low Carbon Environmental Goods and
Services (LCEGS) sector. The data in this report is for
fiscal years 2010/11 and 2011/12. This data was combined
with Gyron’s empirical approach to building evidence of
companies active in the sector based on over 45 years
combined experience of working in the low carbon, energy
and environmental industries.

The Environmental Sustainability Technical Assistance
(ESTA) project is funded by the Environment Agency (EA)
and ERDF to support the five North West LEP areas to
embed environmental sustainability into their economic
development priorities and work streams; it runs from
April 2012 to December 2014.
For more information visit
www.enworks.com/esta

For more information visit
www.kmatrix.org
www.gyronllp.co.uk

Disclaimers
kMatrix

ENWORKS

This information is provided to help the client identify
opportunities in current and future Low Carbon
Environmental Goods and Services (LCEGS) markets.

This report represents the observations and findings
of KMatrix and Gyron who have provided this report
to ENWORKS on behalf of the ESTA project. Whilst
all reasonable efforts have been made to ensure the
accuracy of the contents, this report may contain technical
inaccuracies or other typographical errors and you should
not assume it is error free. The report is provided “as is”
and without warranty of any kind, either expressed or
implied. ENWORKS does not accept responsibility for any
action taken or refrained from as a result of the contents
of this report. In no event shall ENWORKS be liable for loss
or damage of any kind arising from or in connection with
use of this material or any associated advice.

It does not constitute advice to the client as to what they
should do, when, where or with whom.
The client should exercise discretion or seek further
professional guidance before committing themselves
to any future actions or investments arising from this
information.
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